Election 2016
This election, Solar Citizens is going all out to get political
parties and candidates on board with 1
00% renewable
electricity by 2030
. The 
Homegrown Power Plan
shows that
the orderly transition to 100% renewables is practical and
achievable, and it will mean a better, fairer power system and
lower electricity bills for everyone. We’ll get there by:
● building big solar
● creating a national fair price for solar
● funding community owned power
● protecting and expanding the Clean Energy Finance
Corporation (CEFC) and Australian Renewable Energy
Agency (ARENA)
Elections are a golden opportunity for everyday people to influence the policies that will shape
the future of our country. It’s a time when our political representatives are at their most
receptive, after all, their jobs are on the line. The fact is, the solar vote is powerful. 
There are
enough solar households in the top 25 marginal electorates to decide the election outcome
in those seats.
That’s why we want to see solar lovers in towns, suburbs and cities across the country out in
full force. The more people getting active, the stronger our sunny message will be. That’s
where you come in!

What’s in this kit?
The materials in this kit are designed to help you speak up and get noticed so we can put the
transition to 100% renewable power front and centre this election.
Your election kit contains:
● election kit instructions (that’s this!);
● a double sided Vote 1 Solar petition sheet;
● two posters;
● five flyers;
● three stickers; and
● an ‘
I ❤ solar and I vote’
message sign.
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How should I use the materials?
Of course, be as creative as you like in using the kit contents to campaign for 100%, but we’ve
included some suggestions below to help you out.
The Vote 1 Solar petition sheet
Use this sheet to get signatures for the 
Vote 1 Solar petition.
They could come from your friends, family, sports teammates,
colleagues or someone you sit next to on the bus.
Where can you get signatures? Anywhere, really! You can
collect signatures at BBQs, or the local markets. You could chat
to friends over afternoon tea or at the post office. Starting the
conversation can feel daunting, but remember that’s all it is: a
simple conversation about something we all care about - a
clean, renewable, sun-powered future.
A few tips:
- Practice!
Before you start asking for signatures, practice with a friend or even just by
yourself. Come up with some killer lines about why renewable energy is so important!
- Be approachable
- it might sound like common sense, but sometimes when you’re a bit
nervous it shows on your face. So smile, and be friendly.
- Bring a
buddy!

Signing people up can be more fun in pairs, but try not to swarm anyone
- having 6 people telling someone why they should love solar would be overwhelming.
Remember, if someone doesn’t want to sign, that’s completely fine! As a general rule, ask
someone to sign the petition a maximum of twice and then move on. You will have lots of great
conversations, so don’t worry if one is not going as you hoped.
Sending in your petition signatures
Go to the resources page (
http://www.solarcitizens.org.au/election_resources
) and download
the petition excel spreadsheet. Type up the signatures and then email the spreadsheet to
info@solarcitizens.org.au
. That’s it, you’re done! If you run out of space on your petition sheet,
feel free to download and print another from the resource page.
Posters
Who doesn’t love a good poster? You can put one up at a local cafe or community centre - but
make sure you ask first! - or in your front window. Just make sure it’s somewhere very visible!
Flyers
Bring these along with you to hand out or refer to for information as you collect signatures. For
example, if you’re collecting petition signatures at a BBQ, you could bring some flyers along
and hand them out to people who want to know more, or are keen to get involved. Don’t just
leave them on a cafe counter somewhere - people probably won’t pick them up.
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Stickers
Car windows, letterboxes, rubbish bins, laptop covers - the possibilities are endless! Just be
careful not to put them on public property (e.g. bus shelters) as that could cause trouble for us.
‘I ❤ solar and I vote’
message card
Use these cards to write your personal message to your
MP and candidates during the V
ote 1 Solar Week of
Action. 
Check out the next section for more details.

Vote 1 Solar Week of Action: 19 - 25 June
Two weeks out from polling day we’re holding the 
Vote 1
Solar Week of Action
. This is your moment to tell MPs
and candidates, in no uncertain terms, that you want to
see 100% renewable power, and you’ll vote for it!
Here’s what to do:
1. Write your message
to candidates in the speech bubble on the card. Be sure to add
your name and where you’re from at the bottom
2. Take a photo
- feel free to include some friends! - and email it to
info@solarcitizens.org.au
.
3. Upload
to Facebook or Twitter. Be sure to 
tag us
(@solarcitizens) and use the hashtags
#vote1solar and #ausvotes, and tag your local MP and candidates.
Go the extra mile:
4. Track down your local pollies and hand 
deliver your message
to them. They’ll be at lots
of public events during the campaign, or you can take it to their campaign office.
5. On the back of the message card is a poster for 100% clean energy - ask your MP or
candidate if they’ll t
ake a photo 
with it, then send it to us!

What else is happening?
We’re pulling out all the stops this election campaign, so there’s plenty of things to get involved
with if you’re keen to do more.
Candidates Forums
Throughout the election MPs and candidates will take part in candidate forums - they want to
convince everyone to vote for them! You can find a list of events here:
http://www.voteclimateaction.com.au/
If a candidates forum comes up near you, go along and try to ask a question about renewables
and solar. E.g. 
“[Name], what is your plan for getting Australia to 100% renewable energy?” o
r
“Will you commit to a transition to clean, renewable power ASAP that ensures workers and
communities are protected?”You could also bring your message card along - remember, the
back is a poster for 100% clean energy - and hold it up in the crowd.
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Sunny on the campaign trail
Have you met Sunny? During the election campaign, Sunny will be
hot on the heels of MPs and candidates across Australia telling them
to commit to 100% renewable electricity by 2030. If you’re keen to
get involved, let us know by emailing i
nfo@solarcitizens.org.au
and
we’ll get in touch.
Thanks again for getting involved this election - strong grassroots
action in local communities is one of the most effective ways to
win support for a 100% renewable energy future! If you have any
questions please get in touch at 
info@solarcitizens.org.au
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